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Tears Apart
LOVE”SINCE THE DAY

Tears Apart´s musical smoothie is a mix of soul, pop and acoustic rock. Its characteristic twist derives from an infusion
of a subtle hint of dramatic electronic sounds, combining in a delicacy that the audience has aptly named “Rock´n´soul”.
Tears Apart, a professional set that sparkles musical joy
Tears Apart is passionate about their music, and the contemporary take on 60´s–70´s soul and rock sounds crisp and
vivid both live and on record. The members of the band have varying and vast experience in the music profession. Radiant
and soulful singer Lotta Svartsjö started her musical career in the girl pop band I´Dees, whose biggest hit “Time” has
become a household tune on Finnish radio. Drummer Mikko Mäki is known from the famous and beloved Suurlähettiläät,
the band that is often referred to be “the ambassadors of soul”. Raine Hynninen is a big fan of progressive rock, and can
be heard in bands such as Salaliitto and Limonadi Elohopea. Rami Saarinen is a versatile guitarist bringing smooth
country vibes as well as unrestrained rock to the band´s sound. The man behind the mixing console is the trusted and
fearless songwriter and producer Jani Lankinen, also known as the producer for the rock pioneer Xysma.
LOVE – an album about devotion, overcoming obstacles, heartache and hope
Tears Apart´s second album LOVE is a collection of 10 songs drawing a portrait of day-to-day life in all its colors and
shapes. The first single Stronger, an emotional and empowering track, was released in March 2020 – on the first day of
Finland´s lock down. The band stayed hopeful and productive through the pandemic, while facing the challenges of a
restricted reality. In spring 2021 they released Pain, a track reflecting the prevailing feelings. Pain gained attention on
the national Finnish music scene: the music magazine Soundi described it to be “an attractive mix of smooth soul and
pulsating electronic music”. In the early summer the pandemic gave a short break and Tears Apart managed to shoot a
video which was released with their third single Perfect, an all acoustic song about loving and letting go. The fourth and
last single Alive, filled with hope and energy, was released at Midsummer 2021.
Lotta Svartsjö, lead vocals, keys, guitar / Rami Saarinen, guitar, vocals / Raine Hynninen, bass / Mikko Mäki, drums
tearsapart.com

LISTEN:
bit.ly/TearsApart_spotify

WATCH & LISTEN:
bit.ly/TearsApartYouTube

THUMBS UP:
bit.ly/TearsApart_Facebook

DIG & FOLLOW:
bit.ly/TearsApart_IG

